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Description

The names of widgets are capitalized and not written in the correct way. Please change the names to follow their correct way of

writing:

Here are the corrections:

- gmirror status

- IPsec

- OpenVPN

- SMART status

- CARP status

- Dynamic DNS (DynDNS is a service from Dyn, so it's more appropriate to dynamic DNS)

- RSS

- NTP status

To my understanding the widget names in the available widget list are also applied to actual widgets.

Thanks!

Associated revisions

Revision 1cf22fa3 - 11/20/2015 06:29 AM - Phil Davis 

Redmine #5492 case of acronyms in widget names

I am not sure how else to do this. If someone in future writes a widget about "Smart Carp" (an intelligent species of fish) then it will get turned into

"SMART CARP". The other strings are not English words, or parts of English words, so not likely to be matched wrongly in future.

Note 1: The redmine issue also mentions changing "Dyn DNS Status" to "Dynamic DNS Status". For that reason I put a special entry to change any

"dyn dns" to "Dynamic DNS". I also put the "dns" to "DNS" in case there are ever any other occurrences of "dns" in other widget names that would

need to be changed to "DNS".

Note 2: "gmirror" to "gmirror" is not a mistake. str_ireplace() is case-insensitive. So this will replaces stuff like "Gmirror" with "gmirror".

Note 3: None of this stuff has gettext() translation support. But it did not in 2.2.* either. That is something else for future thought - how to take text that

is generated from file names found at run-time and give translators a chance to translate it.

Revision 4b1a8a6c - 11/20/2015 12:53 PM - Phil Davis 

Redmine #5492 case of acronyms in widget names

I am not sure how else to do this. If someone in future writes a widget about "Smart Carp" (an intelligent species of fish) then it will get turned into

"SMART CARP". The other strings are not English words, or parts of English words, so not likely to be matched wrongly in future.

Note 1: The redmine issue also mentions changing "Dyn DNS Status" to "Dynamic DNS Status". For that reason I put a special entry to change any

"dyn dns" to "Dynamic DNS". I also put the "dns" to "DNS" in case there are ever any other occurrences of "dns" in other widget names that would

need to be changed to "DNS".

Note 2: "gmirror" to "gmirror" is not a mistake. str_ireplace() is case-insensitive. So this will replaces stuff like "Gmirror" with "gmirror".

Note 3: None of this stuff has gettext() translation support. But it did not in 2.2.* either. That is something else for future thought - how to take text that

is generated from file names found at run-time and give translators a chance to translate it.

History

#1 - 11/20/2015 12:23 AM - Phillip Davis
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Here is the way I thought of to do it. Maybe there is a better way?

https://github.com/pfsense/pfsense/pull/2093

#2 - 11/20/2015 08:14 AM - Renato Botelho

- Status changed from New to Feedback

Pull request has been merged

#3 - 12/29/2015 06:23 PM - Chris Buechler

- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved

these are all fixed

#4 - 12/29/2015 08:03 PM - Phillip Davis

And for the record there were later changes so that the widget display titles come from the var defined by each widget in the respective include file -

e.g. https://github.com/pfsense/pfsense/blob/master/src/usr/local/www/widgets/include/gmirror_status.inc etc.

So each widget can choose the text of its title, like this was used in 2.2.* already.
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